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Last week’s printed edition of Focus had a piece about how

Germany'spoliticians are using social media. It made the

dubious claim that 61% of Green top candidate Katrin Goring-

Eckardt’s Twitter followers could have been bought (JPG

that part of the Focus piece here).

Let's actually instead try to get to grips with whatis going on

here, and try to draw someconclusions.

Firstly | have drawn up a table of the top 10 Germanpoliticians

by total numberof Twitter followers. | have used only personal

accounts, drawing on the data from Pluragraph onfollower

numbers (tables here, here), and | have also intentionally not

included Martin Schulz as his Twitter audience wasbuilt in

Brussels before his move back to Germanpolitics. Hence | do

not think it is fair to compare the others to him.

| then ran all the accounts through Status People’s Fake

Follower Check — more details about how that tool works can



reason | used that tool is that iH tries fo distinguish between

Fake followers and Inactive followers. The results for the 10

politicians analysed are as follows:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

      

Est.
veo % % %

Politician Username Followers , Good
Fake'lnactive'Good Followers

Ahrsier 163594 34% 55% 11%: 17995

oma 155902 28% 59% 13% 20267

Peter Tauber |ssi 147948 (43% 48% 9%: 13315

Heiko Maas 139662 (34% 56% |10%: 13966

Gregor Gysi 123859 (30% 53% (17%: 21056

Sahra ASWasenknecht 0 0 0Wagenknecht eeswasensneenht: 117332 (26% 49% 25%: 29333

Hans-

Christian avasbeis! 107594 (47% 47% 6%: 6455
Strobele

Katrin

Goring- MGoennasckards 83633 (54% 37% 9%: 7527
Eckardt

Volker Beck :& 73835 (28% 52% (20%: 14767

JurgenTrittin & 67777 (36% 45% :19%: 12877
 

The remarkable headiinee finding is that the Dest politician in the

check — Sahra Wagenknecht ~ has only an estimated 25%

Good followers. The vast majority of all the followers of

German politicians are either Fake or inactive. My own

personal score on the check is Fake 12%, Inactive 30%, Good

58% ~ that gives me an estimated number of good followers of

{3098 — equivalent to that of Peter Tauber! Also once the Fake

and inactive followers have been removed, the estimated

number of good followers is actually very low — possibly

demonstrating the lack of take-up of Twitter in German politics.

Beyond that in 6 of the 10 cases the percentage of Inactive

followers is higher than the number of Fake followers — this is

the effect that is docurnented in an axcs

WTiadat QFA,s that aleges

that German politicians have been possibly buying Twitter

followers. When you are farnous — on Twitter and in real life —~

Twitter suggesis your account as one to follow when 4 useris

new on the network. These people will follow Altmaier or

sirébele, experiment a bR with Twitter, and then never log in



again — but their
You may also like Retresnfollow still counts

‘owards the fae cecctras”
follower number a. ‘Sigmar Gabriel ©
forthat politician. | @sigmargabriet

CDUDeutschiands@

‘Aloo Twitter ie a Ste COU
public network — ee) BorstheeBare

anyone can PW) Heiko Maase

choose to follow BY CtioikoMaas
anypoliician they
wish to follow.
And sometimes — as

UK-—sometimes a load of these accounts are bots. Thetestfor

‘accounts Ike those of StrSbele and Goring-Eckardt that have a.

higher Fake percentageis then to see if something causes

their follower numbers to shoot upwards. Here onca more
Pluragraph helps — it plots the evolution of the follower
numbers. Goring-Eckardt’s grew particularly at the

time whenshe became a top candidate (logical),
while Strbele’s have been gradually increasing. This does not

show anything untoward.

 

A further question is what any politician could actually do with

these Fake followers, and if they could indeed control them.

Yes, Fake followers infiate a politician's follower numbers — that

much is obvious. But compare the style and approach of

Germanpolitictans tweeting fo the way It Is done by ragers on

the UK surosceptic right wing — there the bets come and
Tetweet certaln accounts to strategically Increase the reach of

those tweets, andflood UK Twitter with pro-Broxit bile (look at

theof a Is
cannotsee similar pattems amongthe10 politicians | have
looked at here — these Fake followers are not being controlled

by the politicians themselvesas faras | cantell.

 

Then you come to the question: what could any of these
politicians reallstically do about this? The Status People tool

offers a pald option that allows a user to systematically
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Fake Twitter accounts are not being deployed by the politicians

engagement in German politics remains low. Third, so long as

efforts to drive up the numbers of real followers through open

Largely though | draw three conclusions from all of this. First,

we should take the follower numbers of all high level pol

in Germany with @ pinch of salt (and the sarne may apply

themselves to shape the Twitter debate, and the pal

thernselves are not buying followers, then | see no major

engagement on Twitter would of course also help.

beyond Germany). Second, the level of real Twitter

el

for a pal

reason to worry here.
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